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Introduction

As humans we desire to assert control over time, desperately seeking ways to map its 

pathways and draw it closer to ourselves. Time moves on inexorably and we become 

aware that our attachments to people and artefacts become deeper and more 

definitional of our sense of self or more distant and irrelevant and thus how recklessly 

time weathers the shelters that we build to protect our psyche.

For this project time was constrained to twelve months and I mapped the fluctuating 

nature of my own attachments by working with a range of people who were important 

to me when the year began. Each was given a camera and a blank diary. They were 

directed to choose and photograph the artefact that most defined them at that 

moment in time and were asked to explain their choice in the diary.

Which artefacts would be discarded and which would survive? What factors guarantee 

their survival as significant things? What are the dynamics that bind individuals in 

a relationship with treasured belongings? These are the questions that I wished to 

elucidate and make visible in this project.

With these questions in mind, each person’s contribution has been collected and 

shaped into a memento of a time when we worked together to create a synergy from 

our unique personal experiences.

Meg Mosley
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Project Participants
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The Diaries
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“When I’m actually in the 

present it feels like the year 

goes by really slow but when I 

look back its gone really quick 

and I love birthdays cos its 

every year closer to being a 

teenager and I like being older.” 

Helen Bates

September 2004
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September 2004

Just got back from Brazil and 
Germany and found the envelope 
with project content in my studio...
The first object I choose is 
something I bought from Brazil. 
It’s an artefact from a tribe in the 
Amazon. It’s a beautifully made 
tanga... Well I don’t know how 
you call it but you wear it in front 
of your genitals. I’m sure it looks 
good on someone who has a lot 
to hide...

Peter Ibruegger

Tanga

Flotsam found between the high 
and low water marks is fair game 
and finders-keepers. Rare objects 
include fishing tags from North 
America which can be traced 
back to their owners and coffee 
bean husks washed down the 
Amazon and over the Atlantic to 
North Cornwall during the recent 
Boscastle floods.

Peter Martin

Flotsam
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September 2004

This Mexican figure was a birthday 
present from my friend Pat and 
hangs in my kitchen window, 
framed against the garden. It 
represents for me her generosity, 
friendship and crazy humour. Her 
birthday/Xmas presents to me 
are always different, wacky, but 
appropriate. A mad wooden parrot 
on a bare-breasted figure – they 
are all part of a unique friendship 
which has survived the years and 
which I treasure.

Maureen Grimshaw

Mexican 
mermaid

Ross Grogan

Vogelherd 
Horse
The possessions I like best are 
the ones that I look at most – just 
stare at really and kind of open 
the path from eyes to brain and 
switch off my mind and don’t think 
– just look. This month I’ve been 
looking at the Vogelherd Horse in 
a book and thought it was entirely 
captivating so I traced round it and 
made myself one because I could 
never buy such a priceless object. 
The one in the book is much more 
male so I guess I now own a girlie 
stallion. I like the way it looks as if 
it is covered with the detritus that 
grew on during the eons it lay in 
the cave in Germany.
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October 2004

“I don’t feel particularly 

nostalgic about possessions, 

having lost so many over the 

years through divorce and 

robbery. As I get older I often 

mark time by the number of 

deaths of friends and family.”

 Peter Martin
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October 2004

The pearl was my payment from spending a day 
working on a pearl farm in Australia. At the end, I 
got to choose a pearl and the pearl farm guy put it 
on a string and tied it round my neck for me. Lately, 
intermittent feelings of annoyance and sadness have 
developed. Annoyance – at the fact that it is always 
there and doesn’t look right if I also wear exciting 
earrings. Also I feel it is possibly no longer relevant as 

it was so long ago since the pearl farm day and I am 
now back home in England. Sadness – at the thought 
of taking it off after so long and untying the knot made 
by pearl farm guy that still remains together. The 
passing of exactly one year to the day that I received 
the pearl, was ceremonious enough for me to be able 
to remove it (after lengthy documentation).

Nat Suggitt

Pearl Necklace and the knot
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October 2004

Plan B find a rich, affluent woman 
or I could take the easy way out 
and buy a spin dryer.

Chris Riding

Washing Line

I really love silly nick-nacks from cereal packets and 
kinder eggs – especially the latter! They seem to have 
more thought gone into them and I like it when you 
have to build them before you can use them! This little 
toaster is great! Push down his hand on the right and 
out pops his toast!  MARVELOUS!

Along the same lines, I have a small collection of 
pencil-toppers. There’s a Piranha fish – part of the 
Aardman ‘Creature Comforts’ series, Ermintrude the 
Cow from the re-launch of the Magic Roundabout and 
‘Thing 1’ from The Cat In The Hat movie. What’s best 
is that I can get them all looking at me from the safety 
of the pen-tidy!

Matt McCardle

Kinder Egg Toaster Toy
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October 2004

Ross Grogan

Pocket Dogs

Beautifully made and a present 
for my birthday, initially worn 
somewhat self-consciously – a 
throwback to a time when we 
had to wear a similar hat as part 
of novitiate wear as adolescents. 
Now worn because it suits and 
adds distinction without being 
ostentatious. The hat is much 
admired and includes me in a 
rather distinguished few in town 
who sport a hat. Once a rite 
of passage unwelcomed now 
practically essential apparel. 

Dave Mosley

Hat, Ascot 
Black

I really wanted these shoes 
because they make me feel like 
a 50’s film star and, even more, 
because I thought they were called 
‘Pocket Dogs’. I liked the idea of 
Pocket Dogs and made a piece 
called Pocket Gods because of 
that joke about dogs and gods 
and dyslexia. Anyway my niece 
was scornful and said, ‘not pocket, 
its Rocket Dogs’. Then I went off 
them completely and haven’t worn 
them since.
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November 2004

“Tempus Fugit – it always did 

and always will; the older one 

is the faster it goes”

Dave Mosley
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November 2004

Sally Mosley

Blink 182 ticket stub

Blink 182 is my teen angst band that I used to rock 
out to in my room whilst dying my hair pink. This stub 
signifies the end of ‘all that’. Me, Rach, Liam, Blondy 
and Squid travel down to Birmingham NEC in a state 
that only 6 smoje cakes could answer for. We had no 

idea where we were, where we were staying or how to 
get back. We got to the concert and all suffered from 
smoje paralysis only managing a standing ovation at 
the end, thinking it was just ‘half-time’. Brilliant outing 
that was worthy of documentation!
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November 2004

Have recently been wearing to 
work and it produces comments 
almost every time. Over bonding 
male colleague said in loud 
voice “Nice b..b..butterfly” whilst 
staring intensely at my chest. Less 
disturbingly, cheery American lady 
said “I just love your brooch, its 
just SO sparkly!!”

Nat Suggitt

Butterfly 
Brooch

In a quest to Amsterdam for Stoopuaffels and cigars 
I got stuck in some horrendous weather. In order 
to stave off hypothermia I was forced to spend my 
last 5 Euros on this exceedingly Dutch jumper. It 
was deceptively warm and, given Dutch peoples’ 
commendable disposition to wear their national 
colour, I didn’t feel as ridiculous wearing it as I 
expected.

Dan Heard

Dutch Jumper
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November 2004

Laura Holden

New Dress
Peter Martin

Ornament

Have worn this dress lots this month, its from the shop 
I work in a couple of days a week and its making me 
happy in a way only new things can. It has a really 
pretty glass button on the right sleeve but nothing on 
the left.

Photographed a couple’s wedding who live in Slough, 
but love Bude so much they decided to marry here. 
She’s Italian and he’s in his 60’s but still a surfer dude. 
They liked the pics so much that they brought me this 
back from Italy.......Mama Mia!

‘De gustibus non est disputandum’
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December 2004

“I once told an 81 year old 

man that time lately is going 

by with an increasing speed, 

he just shook his head and 

said that it will go as fast as 

anything in the end.” 

Katrin Binner
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December 2004

My sister made this and let me have it. I don’t know 
what it is and my brain engages in a desultory 
investigation in long idle moments. It has so many 
unobtrusive details, is so mysterious and yet has 
this deceptive air of functionality about it. Hours of 
satisfactory staring have been invested in it but it 
never loses any of its mystery.

Ross Grogan

Gift

I have chosen my favourite cushion made by my 
friend Mutsumi. She gave it to me on my 25th 
birthday. I have known her for many years and admire 
her cute Jap childlike style. For this intimate present 
she incorporated my sexual preferences…

Peter Ibruegger

Cushion
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Helen Bates

Christmas tree

I love port. So a Christmas present 
consisting of a 20 year old tawny 
and a nice set of Polish glassware 
went down a treat. I suspect the 
glassware will last considerably 
longer than the port, however.

Dan Heard

Port and 
Glassware

December 2004
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I was very excited about buying a Christmas tree. It 
represented a stage in my life – having my own proper 
home and being ‘grown up’! I was also surprised and 
pleased how Jonny took a lot of interest in it too. We 
spent a very drunk evening starring at the tree in the 
dark, listening to ‘Toccata & Fugue’ and dreaming.

Laura King

Our Christmas Tree

My favourite thing for December is my new pair of 
shoes. Because they have big front bits that make me 
look like a clown and give my toes lots of space to 
wiggle about.

Jonny Hanley

Shoes

December 2004
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January 2005

“Nowadays I measure time 

more in terms of deteriorating 

health and faculties rather 

than units (years) of time.”  

Jonny Hanley
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This month I have chosen my woodpile. Possibly an 
odd choice but my thinking is that the wood for my 
wood-burning stove, that heats the cottage is an 
important, valuable possession. My hope is that the 
photo will show that the logs look good – stacked 
up waiting to be burnt. I love the fact that they are a 
renewable source of energy unlike gas or oil. 

The logs are from Longleat woods and by buying 
them I am investing in the local economy and not 
some multi-national company. The downside, and 
there always is one, is that even wood, when burnt, 
contributes to the global warming situation – but you 
can’t have everything I suppose. 

Mark Holden

My Woodpile

January 2005
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Nat Suggitt

The Leaving 
Present

January 2005

This month I left my current job 
and as a leaving present received 
a Ritzenhoff mug. This particular 
design was chosen I was told 
“because it looks like you”.

Peter Ibruegger

Tile
I have chosen this tile this month 
because it reminds me what I have 
to focus on... It’s a design project 
I’m doing... I found this tile in a 
house in Clapton, East London. It 
was literally falling apart. We were 
promised renovation but nothing 
happened after we had moved 
in. It was like hell on earth. The 
house was inhabitable for humans, 
which was confirmed by the 
council. We had to flee the house 
before Christmas. It was a horrible 

time but I also have many funny 
memories of it. We had strange 
mushrooms growing in the ‘living 
room’. The two bathrooms on top 
of it were leaking and the living 
room was damp and wet...

I had a fireplace with beautiful 
tiles that I tried to rescue before 
we moved out. This is the best-
kept one. It represents beauty 
and aesthetics in a decaying 
environment.
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Anna Croft

Zeynep’s 
Cushions

Peter Martin

Books

January 2005

This month our neighbours Alex 
and Zeynep brought us back these 
two beautiful cushions from their 
holiday in Turkey. Unfortunately 
they are not to my taste and could 
go as far as to say they are vile. As 
Alex and Zeynep pop round for a 
cuppa all the time these cushions 
now have to take pride of place on 
our already hideous student flat 
sofa. Yuck.

Friends and family know to get me 
books or cd’s for Christmas; or 
better still, huge wodges of cash, 
so I can descend on Waterstones 
and feed my addiction.

The four novels are all excellent 
and will probably be loaned out 
never to be seen again. If like 
me, you enjoy snuggling up with 
a cookery book, then you’ve 
probably already got your hands 
on Nigella....oooh missus! If you’re 
not terminally sad and only want 
one cookery bible, then this is as 
good as any and better than most.
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February 2005

“I like a year as a chunk of 

time, probably because I’m 

used to it! I find if I look back 

over a year it is much easier 

to get things into perspective, 

to feel like I have done lots of 

different things and achieved 

something.”  

Ruth Smyth
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Dave Mosley

Religious Statues 

February 2005

From the local Church, St Thomas’ in Frome, Somerset in the middle of town but a silent reminder, this Church 
an oasis of calm amid the cafes and the kebab shops and ‘take aways’ giving in their own way a message 
across time.
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Maureen Grimshaw

Pebbles

February 2005

Sally Mosley

Virgin Swipe 
Card

These pebbles were collected 
on a beautiful sunny day in Feb 
as I walked the Devon coast with 
my friend, Jo. It was her 40th 
birthday and she was pregnant. 
She wanted a ‘low-key, no fuss’ 
birthday – just to spend the 
day walking a favourite spot – 
Branscombe. The sun shone on 
us and we put the world to rights 
as we searched for pebbles – the 

perfect pebble (perfectly round, 
a perfect central hole, beautifully 
marked or coloured). These would 
have been more but the end of 
the walk culminated in a steep 
cliff climb and with every step I 
threw away a heavy pebble. When 
I arrived home I dropped them at 
the foot of the stairs, where they 
remain – a constant reminder of a 
memorable day.

Considering February is my 
birthday... I possibly could have 
had something more exciting to 
document... but this is it... my 
Virgin swipe card – I had my first 
proper job and everyday had to 
swipe in and out of the building 
with my card!
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Chris Smyth

Album Covers Book
I got this book from my wife as a 
Birthday present; my birthday is on 
the 21st February. We were staying 
on the floor of a friend’s house and 
in the morning my presents were 
brought to me in bed... always a 
nice way to start the day!

I love album covers and I love this 
book because it goes through, 
chronologically, all the changes 

in record sleeve design from the 
1940’s, when the albums were 
packaged in brown cardboard with 
the name of the shop you bought 
it from written on, to today when 
the packaging and the image 
portrayed by the album sleeve are 
as important as the music itself. I 
don’t know what this says about 
me as a person, I love this stuff. It 
was a lovely birthday present. 

Anna Croft

Valentines 
Roses

February 2005

I’m feeling very smug and happy 
as I write this entry. By 3.30pm 
on the 14th of this month I 
was starting to think Dan had 
forgotten about me but at about 
4ish a massive box containing a 
dozen red roses was delivered 
to my desk at work with a lovely 
message. I pretended to be all 
embarrassed but actually was 
loving the whole thing! 
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March 2005

“I don’t really feel a need to 

document time or to even pay 

attention to it.”  

Chris Smyth
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March 2005

I’m staring at this one at the moment because I noticed that the sun 
shines through the figure on the right and I like looking at that little bit. 
I like looking at the yellow too because it’s a really nice deep colour 
and I kind of stare through it into something intriguing but not exactly 
numinous. 

Ross Grogan

Glasswork
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Nat Suggitt

Friend’s Gift
My friend sent this to me in the 
post as a thank you of my support 
to her during her recent illness. I 
value it as a sign of her recovery 
and return to normality.

March 2005

Peter Martin

Box Brownies
I bought the Box Brownie camera 
at a local boot sale for £2.00. The 
Box Brownie was the first camera 
I owned 45 years ago, so it has 
sentimental appeal and is a design 
classic. Its basic construction of 
a light-tight film box with a lens 
meant it was cheap and easy to 
use, therefore making photography 
available to all. The drawback 
was that it had a fixed shutter and 
aperture and so pictures could 
only be successfully taken under 
reasonably bright conditions. 
Conversely, its limitations meant 
that the user had to learn the 
theory of photography in order to 
achieve satisfactory results; a lost 
art in these days of fully automated 
cameras.
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Sally Mosley

Shamrock 
Shoes
Saint Patrick’s Day!! I had my 
shirt ready and was out looking 
for the perfect accessory when I 
stumbled across a ridiculous shoe. 
AMAZING it had a shamrock on! 
These little bad boys rocked the 
gig and busted out some sweet 
moves to a harmonica and bisher! 
They are my fave possession 
because they remind me of my 
roots in the most fadist ‘plastic 
paddy’ way! Perfect!

March 2005

Tom Lofill

Stripey Top
I have an obsession with stripey tops and I bought 
one in an attempt to demystify their appeal. I think it’s 
a connection to the French (the reason they appeal to 
me). I like French stuff.
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April 2005

“This year I met a girl - going to 

get married - moved houses - 

not much really.”  

Bjorn Kolbjørnsen 

“This year I did a residency with Meg Mosley in Bergen, Norway 

- met a man - moved countries - new language - going to get 

married - moved houses - moved studios - not much really.”  

Elke Karnik
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April 2005

Dave Mosley

Jasmine Asleep
This ‘old’ cat is very much alive 
– a quarter-Siamese who has 
overcome, through rescue, the 
animal laboratory, a rescue cat 
that survives and makes incredible 
sounds. Now arthritic but when 
younger ‘po-go’d’ vertically even 
when rescued mimicking her 
behaviour when captive trying to 
reach the light.

Chris Riding

Car
My legs, my independence, my 
freedom.
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Valerie Hawkins

Vintage Wedges
Can you ever have a favourite item 
of clothing? It really depends on 
what day of the week it is. This 
month, more often than not I have 
found myself slipping my feet into 
these little beauties!

I love the instant happiness that 
can be obtained from such a 
simple thing. Slipping your feet into 
some cleverly crafted leather and 
wood can instantly make you feel 
new. I don’t feel dressed up. I don’t 
feel like I’m wearing somebody 
else’s shoes, even though they are 
second hand. I feel like me. I look 
down, and I may be shallow but I 
feel happy. I wonder if these shoes 
made their last owner so happy...

April 2005

Laura Holden

My Bad Knitting
Decided to learn to knit but I seem 
to lose concentration quite easily 
and make funny holes! I gave up 
on this red piece and decided to 
put it on my wall as ‘art’. Hee!!
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May 2005

“I’m pretty good at dealing 

with time and I have never 

owned a wrist watch.”  

Thomas Loffill
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This is my pride and joy and was a wedding 
anniversary present from Sally. The reason it is my 
May choice is that we go to Wales later this month 
to do some recording and I will be using it! It is a 
very metal guitar and you just want to make dark 
dismal sounds with it.

This is not a guitar to strum around the campfire 
or play Britany Spears covers with is it? It is meant 
to look like a medieval weapon because that is the 
sub-conscious mindset of all people into real heavy 
metal – a romantic association with a primitive 
chivalric warrior – past. The nearest westerners get 
to a one-ness with our societies roots. Weird, with 
right-wing overtones maybe, but there is truth there 
for some of us…

Matt McCardle

BC Rich Warlock Electric 
Guitar

It’s the coolest thing ever. Suddenly I’m the world’s 
worst record geek! Going to car boot sales and 
buying the best ones for 20p, records are amazing. 
Sometimes they’re even better when they’re scratched 
and the sound is warped. I’ve discovered you can’t 
beat the crickle crackle sound you get before the 
sound of the first track hits you. I loooove my record 
player...

May 2005

Valerie Hawkins

Record Player
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Helen Bates

Boxing Gloves
This month I chose my boxing 
gloves (modeled by my dad in the 
pic) the reason why I have them 
is because I punch my dad too 
hard when we play fight but it hurts 
when my brother puts them on and 
they were a bargain from about 
£22.00 to £6.55 for mine and my 
dads were about £5.00.

May 2005

Ruth Smyth

Letters
This is a bit of an odd choice and 
is really a ‘rediscovered’ object 
(or objects). I was at my parents 
for the weekend and they said 
they had boxes of my stuff in the 
garage that I needed to sort out 
at some point. So I decided to 
do one box each time I was at 
home and went and got the first 
one. The box I picked was full 
of memorabilia from university 
and happened to contain all the 
letters I had been sent during my 
first term there. It was amazing 
reading back through and seeing 
how many different emotions 
were flying around for my friends 
and me. It was also interesting to 
see how other people viewed my 
experience, like family members, 
and how that probably affected my 
views of it.
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June 2005

“I live in a deliberately and 

consciously constructed haze 

of dreamlike amorphous time. 

Time is like Fate; you just have 

to learn how to get along with 

it.”  

Ross Grogan
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June 2005

Anna Croft

Trip to a windmill
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Ruth Smyth

Wellington 
Boots
This may not seem like a typical 
early summer choice but it is when 
you’re at Glastonbury festival fan. 
This year was my 7th festival and 
I was determined to be prepared 
so we went welly shopping about 
2 weeks before. I got these boots 
from a farm shop, because we 
decided that farmers would 
use the best wellies! Chris and 
I decided that stripy and spotty 
wellies had now become a little 
bit too trendy so we thought we 
would go for the traditional green. 
Having done that we were then 
enormously jealous when we saw 
someone with wellies that looked 
wooden at Glastonbury! 

June 2005

Peter Ibruegger

Shells
I bought these shells in Venice 
last week. The shape and form 
is very pure and simple and very 
complex at the same time. There 
is something meditative and also 
erotic about this object. I am using 
it for research and am about to put 
it on my wall.
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A leaving gift from Jo. Every time I look at this I think of 
my friends Jo and Dave and the good times we had at 
Market St. Well it’s better than a photo.

Chris Riding

Cactus

I think someone died in these shoes, well they smell 
like it and they cost £2 but that’s what makes them 
even better. The funniest thing is when I walk down the 
street in my granny pumps I feel great. I have a smile 
on my face and I know no one else has anything like 
this and they probably wouldn’t want them! Ha!

June 2005

Valerie Hawkins

Granny Shoes
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July 2005

“There aren’t any stresses 

pressing on me about 

delegating my time so I cruise 

about quite happily.”  

Sally Mosley
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I decided to do my school ties the green and gold is 
from Juniors and the purple, black and white is from 
High School which I’m going to on the 2nd September 
which I think is a bit pointless cos its going to be a 
Friday and it’s going to make a big difference in my 
life.

Helen Bates

School Ties

This is a bit of a random one to choose for this month 
considering that I haven’t used the tent once this 
month! My reason for choosing it is that it has been 
lovely weather all month and while I’ve been at work 
I’ve been looking forward to all the camping that Ruth 
and I are going to do over the summer. I feel a great 
affection for our tent. It was inherited from my parents 
who bought it in the 1970’s and used it once! Every 
time Ruth and I go away in it somebody will comment 
on how great our tent is, how easy it is to set up and 
ask where we got it. You just plug in an automatic 
inflator to the cigarette lighter and in 5 minutes the 
tent’s up! Ruth and I stayed in it for six weeks whilst 
travelling in 2002 and I have always felt very cosy and 
relaxed in it.

July 2005

Chris Smyth

Inflatable Tent
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Peter Martin

Shells
I was born and raised near the 
coastline of north Cornwall and 
moved back to the area two years 
ago. Walking along shoreline you 
are reminded of the childhood 
pleasure of finding seashells and 
driftwood and how the tide throws 
up new treasures every day. For 
thousands of year’s seashells have 
been used for currency, medicine, 
jewelry, art and for making dyes.

July 2005

Nat Suggitt

The White Band
I felt July to be an historical month, 
with Live 8/G8, the Olympic bid win 
for London quickly followed by the 
terrorist attacks. So I chose what 
had become a publicly recognised 
symbol for solidarity and hope for 
the future.
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August 2005

“The older you get, the less 

significant a year passing is. 

As a typical guy, I also equate 

time with sporting events, 

for example measuring eight 

years in terms of two football 

World Cups.”  

Ross Burns
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Dave Mosley

‘Characters and Caricatures’ 

August 2005

Came upon these in a back street in Frome, Somerset in a shop. These 
displayed prominently in the window. Very modern but a reminder too of 
why people wear masks, hide behind them, take on character, act our 
fantasy and of course the Greek masks of Tragedy and Comedy.
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Matt McCardle

War bonnet

August 2005

A very recent purchase this and in 
keeping with another of my long 
standing interests – Red Indians!

Just after we were married Sally 
bought me a bone breastplate 
from New Orleans. I used to wear 
it on stage when I was in the band 
‘SkinTrade’.

Well, a few weeks ago we saw this 
Great Plains Indian war bonnet in 

Rolfey’s the antique shop up the 
road. We had to buy it, needless 
to say, but it is bloody huge and 
is currently awaiting a home 
somewhere.

It is clearly a replica but 
nevertheless spectacular 
especially when you stick it on your 
head! So I’m officially ready for 
any ‘Village People’ tribute band 
offers!!
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August 2005

Sally Mosley

White Heart 
Tattoo
I wish my fave possession could 
once again be a ticket stub for 
Kings of Leon, however, I seem 
to have gone for something a 
little more permanent. After much 
drunken deliberation Meg and I 
wake up and get a tattoo. Ummm 
not even sure it’s my fave thing 
to document but I have no other 
choice now. Hmmm. IT’S NOT 
EVEN SYMMETRICAL.

Dan Heard

PhD
I’ve finished my PhD. I can’t 
believe it. This is it, the final 
version, after four years of hard 
graft. I can’t explain what a relief 
it is to have all this stuff out of my 
head and down on paper.
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August 2005

Ross Grogan

Buddha
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To see further artworks by Meg Mosley visit:

www.megmosley.co.uk
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